Body Massage Treatments
Traditional Oriental Massage

50 min / 1 h 20 - € 115 / 165

RELAXING
Travel to the heart of oriental traditions with this massage that works the whole body with heated Argan
oil. This wrap of slow and deep techniques gives you a moment of pure well-being.

Indian Ayurvedic Massage

50 min / 1 h 20 - € 115 / 165

PROFOUND INVIGORATING
Enjoy this invigorating hot-oil massage inspired by traditional Abhyanga. The energetic and alternating
rhythm will releases tension and relaxes your muscles.

Sublime Polynesian Massage

50 min / 1 h 20 - € 115 / 165

LET GO
A massage inherited from the healers of Polynesia with the slow rhythms of Lomi-Lomi. The delicate
notes of Tiaré flowers will accompany you throughout this experience of letting go.
Massage performed with heated Sublime Oil and Sublime Balm and Cosmébio labeled.

Taoist Tui Na Massage

50 min / 1 h 20 - € 115 / 165

BALANCING
This massage inspired by the traditional Tui Na with hot oil acts on the balance of the energies of the body.
This treatment calms the mind and revitalizes the body.

Royal Balinese Massage

50 min / 1 h 20 - € 115 / 165

UNWINDING
Immerse yourself in a world of tranquillity with this ancestral Balinese massage. This sensory escape is
combined with traditional smoothing and gentle Thai stretches with the Tropical Nuts Melting Body Balm.
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Udarabhyanga Massage

50 min - € 115

DETOXIFYING
Ease the tension in your body and belly with deep and invigorating techniques inspired by Traditional
Indian Medicine to detoxify and liberate the body.

Imperial Hands and Feet Massage

50 min / 1 h 20 - € 115 / 165

CALMING
Inspired by the Chinese tradition of the Art of touching, take full advantage of this gesture of massages
on the reflex zones.
Refreshing effect thanks to the benefits of the Energizing Leg-Lifting Cream.

Brazilian Massage

50 min - € 115

TAILOR-MADE
Get a relaxed body and a slimmer figure with this treatment inspired by traditional Brazilian medicine
with draining and detoxifying techniques for the body and mind.
To be personalized with your spa practitioner in detox, slimming, lightness or relaxation versions.

Energetic Foot Massage

20 min - € 60

ENERGIZING
Get light feet with this acupressure technique that instantly relieves the feet.

Relaxing Back Massage

20 min - € 60

SOOTHING
Discover this relaxing massage with hot oil. Focusing on the muscles of the back and neck, this treatment
releases tension and leaves you feeling blissful.
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